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Abstract

Periods of low load have been used for the scheduling of non-interactive tasks since the early
stages of computing. Nowadays, the scheduling of bulk transfers—i.e., large-volume transfers
without precise timing, such as database distribution, resources replication or backups—stands
out among such tasks, given its direct effect on both the performance and billing of networks.
Through visual inspection of traffic-demand curves of diverse points of presence (PoP), either a
network, link, Internet service provider or Internet exchange point, it becomes apparent that low-
use periods of bandwidth demands occur at early morning, showing a noticeable convex shape.
Such observation led us to study and model the time when such demands reach their minimum,
on what we have named valley time of a PoP, as an approximation to the ideal moment to
carry out bulk transfers. After studying and modeling single-PoP scenarios both temporally and
spatially seeking homogeneity in the phenomenon, as well as its extension to multi-PoP scenarios
or paths—a meta-PoP constructed as the aggregation of several single PoPs—, we propose a final
predictor system for the valley time. This tool works as an oracle for scheduling bulk transfers,
with different versions according to time scales and the desired trade-off between precision and
complexity. The evaluation of the system, named VTP, has proven its usefulness with errors
below an hour on estimating the occurrence of valley times, as well as errors around 10% in terms
of bandwidth between the prediction and actual valley traffic.

Keywords: Network planning ; bulk transfers ; valley times ; demand-curve modeling.

1 Introduction

As soon as computing was born, periods of relative low load have been used for scheduling non-
interactive tasks—typically referred to as batch-processing [1]—such as database consolidation or
banks’ payment processing on mainframes. With the advent of the Internet era, these tasks gradu-
ally evolved to run in a distributed fashion—often geodistributed [2, 3]—to an extent that both the
virtualization of Internet infrastructures and cloud services are common nowadays. Thus, resource
replication, security backups or virtual machine cloning have become regular tasks, where large data
volumes are exchanged without a specific or precise timing [4]. These processes are usually termed as
massive or bulk transfers [5], and their scheduling is critical for both cost optimization and efficiency.
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On the one hand, in terms of cost, a smart scheduling will be imperative for those Internet actors
that pay for bandwidth according to volumes. This is particularly critical when Internet Service
Providers (ISP) charge for transit following burstable billing [5], typically built on the 95th percentile
of bandwidth usage [6]. An example of this situation are Tier 2 ISPs—networks with national or
regional scope—that are connected to and charged by larger Tier 1 ISPs based on peak utilization [7].
A similar scenario is often found by cloud service providers and content distribution networks (CDN),
as they interconnect their data centers [8] and upstream/downstream traffic to clients by means of Tier
1 ISPs, again, following burstable rates [9]. This way of charging customers opens up the opportunity
to transmit bulk transfers on low-use periods without modifying the 95th percentile, hence keeping
the expenditures constant.

On the other hand, in terms of efficiency, a network manager may try to minimize the interfer-
ences of bulk transfers with regular traffic without deploying new resources or altering the existing
topologies. This scenario spans different scales. At the top, ISPs that disseminate contents in different
points of presence (PoP) or concentrate logs and traffic measurements in their main premises. As an
example, National Research and Education Networks (NRENs) often centralize monitoring tasks in a
specific PoP [10]. In the middle, virtualized/software-defined networks that are operated by a single
owner/manager, although the infrastructure lies on top of the hardware of a provider [11]. At the
bottom, any customer that uses a dedicated link regardless the underlying technology—e.g., GMPLS.
For example, a bank that leases links between its branch offices. The common factor of all these
examples is the interest to accomplish a smart planning of bulk transfers as they interact with regular
traffic.

Netflix’s approach to this problem is to team up with ISPs to deploy embedded Open Connect
Appliance (OCA) servers—machines which store the most popular contents closer to final users,
seeking to reduce latency. According to Netflix public sheets, they generally implement these updates
from 2 a.m. to 2 p.m.1 As a further step in this line, the authors in [12] designed NetStitcher, a store-
and-forward system designed to exploit low-cost transmission windows. They defined such periods to
be fixed between 3-6 a.m. local time and equal for different places in the U.S.

However, this type of traffic should be exchanged when the infrastructure is, in fact, experiencing
a low usage, and this time varies—e.g., weekday vs. weekend. The study of these ideal intervals both
longitudinally and spatially is one of the main goals of this work. Interestingly, traffic-demand profiles
typically show a convex shape during off-peak periods with an abrupt minimum at early morning—let
us say a valley shape.

We pursue to shed light on how the moment of occurrence of this valley—hereinafter, valley time—
varies among days, over time and in different places. Specifically, we approach the characterization
of valley times with the daily valley-hour metric—the 60 minutes of a day with minimum aggregated
traffic, in line with the busy-hour idea [13] to characterize periods of heavy use. In such a way, the
valley-hour softens the bursty nature of bandwidth time series, while it remains useful to state the
moment with lowest network load and simplifies comparisons and modeling of diverse PoPs.

To this end, we have measurements for years on several PoPs in the Spanish NREN (RedIRIS [14]).
We found that valley-time occurrence can be modeled by a Gaussian process after applying simple
transformations [15], which allows us to easily compare PoPs’ behavior and explain the differences by
PoP and other intrinsic factors—such as the month or the day of the week/month when measurements
were gathered [16].

Extending the scope of [15], we now focus not only on single-point’s occupation, but also on the
demands shown by multi-hop paths. That is, given a transfer traversing more than one place, we
wonder when the resulting curve of bandwidth demands has a low usage. Smart scheduling in these
scenarios require certain collaboration between the operators in charge of each point. This matter
calls for solutions that minimize both sharing of critical information—such as detailed performance
measurements—and complexity of operation and coordination between actors. Additionally, apart
from the different single-point patterns, it becomes apparent that large networks spanning more than
a time zone will behave differently than nationwide topologies. Our proposal tackles these issues with
estimations using minimal information from performance baselines: specifically, expected location and
load during the lowest and busiest daily periods.

Finally, all the resulting findings and conclusions are translated into a prediction system, called
VTP, which stands for Valley Time Predictor. VTP predicts valley times and answers the ideal
temporal frame to carry out a bulk transfer—actually, potentially, any batch task—given a PoP or
a set of PoPs in the case of paths. The results of applying VTP to predict valley times in diverse

1https://openconnect.netflix.com/
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scenarios have been proven useful, as errors below an hour in terms of time occurrence and around
10% in terms of bandwidth were found. Hence, these results highlight the applicability of the system
to schedule future transfers in both single and multi-hop scenarios.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, preliminaries are presented, including
the related work, an overview of daily traffic patterns in a variety of networks, and the specific dataset
considered in our study. Then, Section 3 describes the architecture and operation of VTP, to provide
a general perspective of our solution. After that, Section 4 and Section 5 develop the models of valley
times in single and multi-PoP scenarios, respectively. Section 6 includes the experimental evaluation
of a proof-of-concept of VTP, and Section 7 concludes this work and draws some future lines of work.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we first detail how the research community has paid attention to the scheduling of
bulk transfers; then, we illustrate how traffic demands vary through the day; and, finally, we explore
one relevant case to motivate our proposal.
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Fig. 1. Normalized traffic examples of daily patterns: (a) academic link, (b) national ISP, (c) international ISP, and
(d) international IXP.

2.1 Related Work

The scheduling of bulk transfers has gained relevance because of its impact on the performance of
regular traffic, as well as due to the significant cost in volume-based pricing scenarios—even more
given the last reports of the humongous volumes that data centers exchange [17].

One approach to this problem is to exploit the fact that carriers charge customers following 95th-
percentile metering [6, 18]. Specifically, the exchanged traffic is typically measured in 5-minute slots
and the 95th-percentile sample is used for determining the charges. This observation prompted the
research community to propose to carry out bulk transfers when the network use is below such per-
centile, as this will not generate an extra charge [12, 19, 20]. Note that an alteration of the traffic
pattern—i.e., a flatter or uneven shape—, without modifying the percentile is irrelevant for billing.

An alternative approach is to change the routing [9, 21, 22] in such a way that traffic is forwarded
to less-used network paths or cheaper data centers. Indeed, Amazon has recently studied physical
solutions to move massive data to the cloud—e.g., a hard-drive-bag designed to transfer up to 50 TB
of data, or even a secure data truck that stores up to 100 PB, seeking to move exabytes to Amazon
Web Services in a matter of weeks [23, 24].

Finally, another option is to identify those periods when a network is in a low-use state, for example
at early mornings. As already introduced, the authors in [12, 25] identified the interval between 3 and
6 a.m. as appropriate for undertaking backups. Similarly, Netflix suggests the interval from 2 a.m.
to 2 p.m. to perform content-distribution tasks. However, early-morning ranges may differ from one
PoP to another, from a country to another, etc. Consequently, these ranges cannot be assumed as a
fixed and homogeneous interval. Then, our first aim is to provide a more formal description of the
early-morning lapse.

Regarding how to handle transfers involving more than a PoP—multi-PoP paths—the authors
in [12] proposed to equip the PoPs of a given topology with storage capacities so that transfers can
wait up to a subsequent low-use period in its transit from source to destination. They named such
proposal as NetStitcher, generically referred to as a store-and-forward system [26], which was later
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improved for making both multiple concurrent transfers [27, 28] and backups in optical networks [29]
as well as exploiting software-defined network architectures [30].

However, this approximation still demands to know when low-use periods take place. In addition,
such lapses have been arbitrary considered fixed, which is unlikely to be optimal in multi-PoP transfers.
Therefore, these store-and-forward systems can benefit from our empirical study of the dynamics of
low-use period of networks. Additionally, these approaches present two main limitations. First, the
potentially long time that data is stored waiting for a proper interval, likely the next day for data
traveling from west to east [12]. Second, they require storage equipment on PoPs, with significant
grades of synchronism and investment needs.

Alternatively, other studies have focused on cooperative approaches in which different Internet
actors interact to reduce cost and give better service. Such cooperation may involve CDNs and
ISPs [31] or even P2P users [32]. Our proposal is in line with the latter works as it aims to find a
trade-off interval between the set of PoPs involved.

2.2 Traffic activity through the day: Low-use periods

The research community has devoted significant effort to the characterization of the Internet dynam-
ics [33]. Specifically, the authors in [34] studied the evolution of users’ traffic demands during the
course of a day. However, while busy periods have received significant attention ([16, 35]) likely given
its immediate application in network planning and provisioning of bandwidth capacity, their coun-
terpart, the low-used periods, do not—despite its potential applicability to the scheduling of large
non-time-critical tasks.

Network traffic-demand shapes during a day have been typically broken down into two main groups:
those generated by enterprise or academic users, who access the network within their workplaces, and
domestic users, who use the network from their residences. Figure 1 illustrates the daily traffic shape
for different scenarios during working days with significant examples—averaged and normalized to
strengthen trends. Specifically, examples from an academic network, national and international ISPs,
and from an international Internet Exchange Points (IXP) [36].

Several characteristics arise. The most immediate one is the identification of two phases in the
daily traffic profile, one of low use and another of high, or busy, activity. However, depending on the
specific scenarios, the duration and occurrence of such periods vary. Moreover, we find diverse intra-
day amplitudes—i.e., the difference between the bandwidth reached at high and low intervals. This
fact may be explained by daily routines of the mix of users each network serves: while enterprise and
academic ones experience the peak before lunchtime—the time when the busiest activity is achieved
within the day—in domestic environments, peak times usually occur in the evening, when most people
return home.

Nevertheless, there is a noteworthy nexus among their respective less-use moments: all of them
occur at early morning with a clear convex shape. In other words, at a certain time at night, the
aggregate-traffic demands decrease strictly up to a minimum when demands start to increase abruptly.
We refer to it hereinafter as valley time of a PoP, given its typical convex shape. We believe that bulk
transfers must be scheduled around this point. On the other hand, the busy periods present patterns
that are flattened or, even, irregular, with two peaks. In addition, the busy period tends to be longer
than the period of low use, again likely related to human-life dynamics.

Another consideration to underline is the different decreasing and increasing slopes before and
after the valley moment. In Figure 1, both in the academic and ISP examples, the traffic decline at
nighttime tend to be slower than the growth underwent after the valley time. This behavior is not so
clear in the IXP taken as an example, where the slopes around the valleys are far more symmetric—in
fact, this behavior is shared by many other IXPs [36].

How these demand curves are altered when considering end-to-end paths, that is, paths involving
more than a PoP, has not received significant attention by the Internet community. However, note
that this is not an abnormal scenario as, for example, Internet paths typically traverse several different
ASs [37].

2.3 Inspection of a national-wide network: RedIRIS

RedIRIS, the Spanish NREN, comprises more than 350 institutions, basically universities, research
centers and hospitals. It features nationwide Internet exchange points with Espanix and Catnix, and
international connections to the European Research and Education Network, GÉANT, as well as to
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Level 3 and Cogent. As of 2005, its topology was formed by 18 PoPs and further updated to 40 by
2014, ten of which become part of this study for reasons of availability and reliability of measurements.

During 6 years, from January 2008 to December 2013, all Netflow records generated in such
ten PoPs were gathered and processed. On the one hand, Netflow summarizes a set of consecutive
packets sharing quintuple description—IP addresses and ports from both source and destination,
and protocol—into a simple record with timestamps and number of bytes/packets. On the other
hand, Netflow features sampling capacities, which alleviates the short inter-packet times in high-speed
networks. Particularly, in our case NetFlow suffered from a packet-sampling rate between 1/100 and
1/200. By elaborating on such data, bandwidth time series were estimated and, subsequently, statistics
such as busy hours and valley times were calculated.

Table 1
Summary of measurements for the set of PoPs under study

Point Average Valley-hour Valley-hour Busy-hour Busy-hour
of bandwidth bandwidth average bandwidth average

presence (Mb/s) (Mb/s) start (a.m.) (Mb/s) start (p.m.)
PoP1 194 46 06:02 415 01:03
PoP2 215 87 05:52 379 01:28
PoP3 107 30 06:32 222 01:48
PoP4 1180 510 05:54 1879 02:07
PoP5 248 53 06:05 549 01:17
PoP6 103 23 06:00 228 01:58
PoP7 98 27 05:39 207 01:52
PoP8 117 24 06:11 243 01:49
PoP9 1071 485 06:18 1500 02:28
PoP10 730 438 06:37 991 02:06

The daily traffic in academic networks previously introduced is in line with the features found in
RedIRIS. However, we remark that we have found significant diversity. Some characteristics of each
PoP are summarized in Table 1, and Figure 2 shows the median of daily bandwidth time series for all
the PoPs with the maximum and minimum amplitudes.

Remarkably, the amplitude—ratio valley-hour/busy-hour—ranges from 0.1 to 0.6, so this charac-
teristic is not shared by the set of PoPs under study. The rationale behind this heterogeneity is that
the proportion and nature of background traffic differs across PoPs, which makes the traffic at night
to not decline to the same extent [38].
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Fig. 2. Summary of daily traffic patterns in RedIRIS. Median is presented with solid line, minimum and maximum
amplitudes with dashed lines.

Intuitively, daily traffic may be strongly influenced by the day of the week. In particular, it is
intuitive to conjecture a disparity between the pattern from Mondays to Fridays—or weekdays—and
weekends. For example, the traffic during weekends at academic networks is considerably reduced on
the grounds of an appreciable drop in the number of users. Figure 3 depicts a typical pattern for the
weekly traffic of a given PoP. It stands out that there is similarity in the patterns observed during the
weekday and that it is discontinued on weekends. This fact is also aligned with other works [39] and
other free available monitors even for commercial links—e.g., LAIIX IXP2.

2Los Angeles International Internet eXchange: http://www.laiix.net/mrtg/sum.html
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Both weekdays and weekend still present a clear valley time, but with a different starting time,
duration, and traffic amplitude. For example, on weekends such amplitude can be about 1/3 with
respect to weekdays. Likely because background traffic remains nearly constant whereas active traffic
dips [38]. Moreover, the figure depicts the daily busy and valley hours, and it becomes apparent that
heterogeneity between weekdays and weekends, as well as variation between themselves.

3 VTP foundations and architecture

3.1 VTP overview

The previous observations motivate to go further in the characterization of valley times with the
final aim of improving the scheduling of bulk transfers. Specifically, we propose to accomplish such
scheduling by:

• Predicting the interval of lowest network load—load can be, for example, bandwidth but not
necessarily—, what we refer to as the valley time. In particular, we are considering intervals
of 60 minutes and consequently, the valley time of a day is the consecutive 60 minutes whose
aggregated traffic is minimum. In other words, the reverse to the well-known term busy-hour [13]
typically used to characterize peak times.

• Selecting a suitable bitrate for the transfer to control its effects on bandwidth usage.

• Adjusting the transfer to be centered at the predicted valley time. In this case, we apply
a straightforward strategy that takes the particular size of a bulk transfer and the desired
transmission rate—typically constant bitrate (CBR)—as parameters, and tries to optimize the
moment in which the transfer starts.

Our approach seems to be the natural one, if we assume a convex and fairly symmetric shape
for low-use periods—which is very common, as we have already shown. However, valley shapes are
not perfectly symmetric, and interactions in multi-PoP scenarios can attenuate the convexity of the
curves of demand. Despite these apparent shortcomings of this strategy, we assess their quantitative
significance to justify the advantages of our solution. With this, our solution tries to improve the
scheduling of non-time-critical tasks selecting the moment with the lowest global affection to the
infrastructure—instead of assuming fixed periods as commented in other cases such as Netflix and
NetStitcher.

3.2 Modeling of valley times

VTP follows a multi-level modeling strategy to infer valley times. First, it obtains a local model
related to the single-PoP dynamics—e.g., a leased link—, where the key is the correct estimation of
the valley time occurrence. Section 4 is devoted to this. Then, VTP builds a multi-PoP model—e.g., a
set of PoPs comprising a path—, where several single-PoP behaviors are aggregated to provide an idea
of the moment with the lowest global load. In this case, the model must take into account that more
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than a type of network traffic profile and time zones may simultaneously affect data transmissions.
Coherently, the predicted valley time for a specific path—that is, the central moment of the scheduled
transfer—will correspond to a compromise solution for the involved PoPs.

More formally, we consider the global load of a given path P = {PoPi} as the load of a meta-
PoP which aggregates those of all the {PoPi} PoPs in that path. We illustrate this idea with
the example in Figure 4. Here, we depict a scenario where there are two different paths between
Source and Destination, P1 and P2. Each path encompasses three single PoPs—specifically, P1 =
{PoPA, PoPC , PoPD} and P2 = {PoPA, PoPB , PoPD}. We then say that their load is SP1(t) =
Agg({PoPA(t), PoPC(t), PoPD(t)}), SP2(t) = Agg({PoPA(t), PoPB(t), PoPD(t)}), where Agg(·) is a
suitable aggregation function—e.g., sum or average—and t represents the time of day. Therefore, we
define the valley time of a path as the moment in which its load reaches its minimum value:

V TPath = argmint{SPPath
(t)} (1)

PoPA PoPB

PoPD

PoPC

Source

P1

P2

Destination

(1) Centralized VTP 

(2) Distributed VTP

Data transfer

Transfer control

Parameter collection

Fig. 4. VTP architecture and operation.

By load—or interchangeably, traffic demands—(S), we can refer, simply, the bandwidth-usage
time series in absolute terms—i.e., Mb/s—or normalized by capacity to make equally relevant each
PoP of a path—i.e., in percentage of use. Alternatively, such traffic-demand time series can be the
complementary of the available bandwidth per PoP—i.e., the difference between capacity and used
bandwidth [40, 41]. In such a way, the valley time of two PoPs would be that moment when more
aggregate bandwidth is available instead of the moment with less bandwidth in use. In any case,
the problem remains equivalent as the difference is a transformation of the data inputs whereas the
methodology will be the same. In particular, we will consider bandwidth in absolute terms, as the
capacity of some of the links analyzed in this work is unknown.

To solve the optimization problem in (1), we propose two different solutions:
First, a high dimensional model that reconstructs network-load time series per single PoP based

on its valley and busy times and the load during these times. Then, the set of per-PoP time series
in the path are aggregated, and the valley time calculated as it would be a single-PoP case. This
general framework gains signification for multi-time-zones paths. We note that this smart scheduling
scheme will depend on the collaboration among different operators in many cases—as it relies on
integrating management information gathered from several PoPs. This fact motivates the reduction
of the measurements that are shared among actors, as they may disclose internal or critical information.
To solve this potential issue, our algorithm reduces its input to only the values of the two characterizing
moments of days that stood out during the previous inspection of diverse network dynamics—namely,
both the moments with the lowest and highest load.

Second, using an analytical simplification of the high dimensional model, we propose to average
the set of times when valleys occur for each single PoP of a path. This heuristic model will be
less imprecise for paths traversing near PoPs, ergo located in close time zones and, intuitively, more
homogeneous population. Section 5 delves into both solutions.
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translation.

3.3 VTP operation

To conduct our experiments, we have developed a proof-of-concept of all these methods, denoted
as VTP. The aforementioned characteristics of our solution allow VTP system to operate either in
centralized or distributed fashions as presented in Figure 4.

In the former, it works as an oracle running in a specific PoP—e.g., a controller to whom the rest
of PoPs may ask for scheduling. Alternatively, an instance of VTP runs in each PoP and by the time
it requires scheduling, it takes the role of the scheduler.

The information that VTP needs are past values of the PoP valley hours (if it is operating in
single-PoP scenario), valley hours and valley bandwidths (low dimensional model), and both valley
and busy metrics (high dimensional model). In these two last cases, the measurements encompass all
the PoPs involved in the request—i.e., the members of a path. If there is a PoP working such as an
oracle, the information of each PoP of the topology can be retrieved and stored periodically, whereas,
in the distributed operation the information is retrieved upon request.

With the required data, the scheduler node can carry out the estimation of the ideal moment
for the transfer upon request. To do so, it predicts valley times, averages several valley times or
aggregates traffic demands time series according to the particular scenario and model dimensionality
(Section 3.2). Finally, VTP responds to the PoP that sent the request, and the transfer can be
scheduled at the desired transmission rate.

As the prediction system input consists of only values for two prominent moments of days, we
remark that each PoP only needs to track such values and be able to share with the oracle or the rest
of PoP of the topology, which limits the cooperation to a minimum. Additionally, complexity reduces
to the computation of a simple formula—instead of requiring the assertion and sharing of combinations
of multiple time series in real-time, or using a vast amount of precomputed paths that represent the
diversity of the Internet. Regarding the data volumes that are needed to build a predictor for VTP,
we note that they may be flexibly adjusted according to to the availability of measurements and its
periodicity. Here, and given that we have data for years, we used one year of daily measurements
as default to fit the models and evaluate the system. However, lower data depths may be used with
possible reductions in statistical power depending on the variability of the underlying measurements
and the size of effects. In those cases, VTP ’s predictor may converge to the fixed hour predictor.

3.4 VTP advantages

VTP ’s approach offers two main advantages when compared to other alternatives based on both
machine and deep learning approaches [42, 43]. First, the typical periodicity of traffic profiles—
explored in the previous sections—simplifies the study of complete-daily time series to the location of
busy and valley periods. Second, the constructive philosophy behind our modeling offers an easy-to-
interpret linkage between the input features and output model [44].

In this sense, we are more interested in the typical shapes of the demand curves than in the
low-grain description of bandwidth/usage time series, which has been extensively studied in other
works—such as [45, 42, 43], where the authors focused on the prediction of traffic in the scale of
a few minutes, with applications to cellular communications using neural networks and exploiting
the number, distribution and class of users in a base station or the saturation of the access and
mobility management functions in 5G networks, respectively. Moreover, we have also tried to minimize
assumptions and information needs to reduce dependencies on the availability of information apart
from traffic time series. This distinguishes our solution from others such as [46], where the authors
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Table 2
Linear correlation coefficient for Gaussian fit before and after time translation (→6 p.m.)

PoP
Before After

PoP
Before After

translation translation translation translation
PoP1 0.71 0.90 PoP6 0.76 0.92
PoP2 0.76 0.96 PoP7 0.80 0.94
PoP3 0.83 0.95 PoP8 0.70 0.92
PoP4 0.75 0.92 PoP9 0.80 0.90
PoP5 0.68 0.86 PoP10 0.73 0.89

presented a predictive model for network traffic using flow classification by means of C4.5 trees and
näıve-Bayes discretization.

While fine-grained models may have richer predictive capabilities, they also tend to be far more
sophisticated and require much more measurements (i.e., data for training), input features which
may not be available, computational capacity and, sometimes, offer results which may be difficult to
interpret [47]. With this in mind, we believe that VTP can offer a good trade-off between predictive
power and complexity, therefore reducing model complexity and, consequently, the risk of overfitting
and computational cost of the learning and estimation processes.

4 Prediction of valley times in single-PoP scenarios

This section studies the dynamics of valley times, searching for diversities and homogeneities both in
temporal and spatial sense—i.e., significant time over different PoPs. Then, we explore how to exploit
the conclusions as a prediction tool for future valley times. To this end, we have comprehensively
analyzed the set of measurements from RedIRIS that we presented before.

4.1 Patterns over time

While we have previously delved into daily and weekly patterns of traffic, we now consider valley time
occurrence over time—i.e, time series of daily valley occurrences in local time. Figure 5(a) depicts an
illustrative example corresponding to one of the PoPs under study.

As a starting point, we wonder if the daily occurrence of valley times has changed over a 6-year
period in RedIRIS. To this end, we conducted a Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin (KPSS) test [48],
which seeks to state whether the null hypothesis that an observable series is stationary around a trend
can be rejected against the alternative of non-stationary.

Results show that stationarity of valley time occurrence cannot be rejected for a confidence level
of 99% on all PoPs but PoP2 and PoP7. Moreover, all confidence intervals are roughly symmetric
around 0. This suggests that most of the PoPs show a trend but that likely this trend is 0—i.e.,
a flat curve with no significant changes over time. Paying extra attention to the PoPs where the
null hypothesis of stationary trend was rejected, we found that both presented occasional periods of
instability related to spurious changes in their routing tables. Once such periods were ignored, PoP2
and PoP7 behave equivalently to others.

4.2 Modeling valley times

Summarizing the previous insights, we can state that (i) valley times tend to occur at a well-delimited
temporal frame (early morning); (ii) they do not present significant trends over long periods; and (iii)
the process exhibits intra-week and intra-day variations and significant heterogeneity between PoPs.

To model and capture this latter variability, we assess if the time series of valley-times occurrence
can be considered as Gaussian processes. For several decades, some standard tests have been conducted
to certify the best-fit model of a variable—e.g., Kolmogorov-Smirnov or Lilliefors. However, alternative
tests to such standard ones have recently gained relevance on long-term networking data as being
more adequate for such type of data [49]. Specifically, we use the correlation-test [50], where the
linear correlation coefficient—ρ—between the quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plot and the order statistics of
the sample should be a high value—namely, 0.9—for the acceptance of the null hypothesis that states
that data come from a specific distribution.

The application of the test to valley-times occurrence time series are in Table 2 (second and fifth
columns). It becomes apparent that outputs are not high enough to assert normality. Essentially,
variable distributions are far from being symmetric. That is, a day has 1440 minutes; hence, the
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Table 3
7-way ANOVA table including main effects and interactions between factors with valley times as dependent variable

Factor
Sum of

df
Mean

F p-value Factors (%)
Num. % Factors /

Squares Square levels Num. levels

Corrected Model 6113392 782 7818 2.40 0.00
µ 337985852 1 337985852 103554.89 0.00
Weekday (or weekend) 1556607 1 1556607 476.93 0.00 25.46 2 12.73
Bank holiday 8916 1 8916 2.73 0.10 0.15 2 0.07
Weekday * Bank holiday 0 0 0.00 4 0.00
Day of the week 58800 5 11760 3.60 0.00 0.96 7 0.14
PoP 982456 9 109162 33.45 0.00 16.07 10 1.61
Month 102894 11 9354 2.87 0.00 1.68 12 0.14
Day of the week * Bank holiday 5358 4 1340 0.41 0.80 0.09 14 0.01
Day of the week * Weekday 0 0 0.00 14 0.00
PoP * Weekday 215248 9 23916 7.33 0.00 3.52 20 0.18
PoP * Bank holiday 110649 9 12294 3.77 0.00 1.81 20 0.09
Month * Weekday 100129 11 9103 2.79 0.00 1.64 24 0.07
Month * Bank holiday 24916 5 4983 1.53 0.18 0.41 24 0.02
Day 119097 30 3970 1.22 0.20 1.95 31 0.06
Day * Weekday 163655 30 5455 1.67 0.01 2.68 62 0.04
Day * Bank holiday 68994 29 2379 0.73 0.85 1.13 62 0.02
PoP * Day of the week 125410 45 2787 0.85 0.74 2.05 70 0.03
Month * Day of the week 156684 43 3644 1.12 0.28 2.56 84 0.03
PoP * Month 698978 99 7060 2.16 0.00 11.43 120 0.10
Day * Day of the week 409316 108 3790 1.16 0.13 6.70 217 0.03
PoP * Day 887661 270 3288 1.01 0.46 14.52 310 0.05
Day * Month 317623 63 5042 1.54 0.00 5.20 372 0.01
Error 5463656 1674 3264
Total 349562900 2457
Corrected Total 11577048 2456

R̄2=0.528

point of symmetry may be located to around 720 minutes. However, as previous sections show valley
times tend to appear at early morning—i.e., in formal terms, a distribution with positive skew. That is
because we have arbitrarily decided to conduct the study under the natural day schedule for humans—
days start and end at midnight. However, there is not any reason to maintain such restriction in our
analysis, so we can assume arbitrary day starts and ends to center valley times in the range and make
their distribution symmetric.

Specifically, in our case we consider a day to start at 6 p.m., while this figure can vary according to
different types of networks as explained in the previous sections. Figure 5 illustrates the process for a
given PoP since data is captured, valley-hours calculated, and finally translated to a fairly symmetric-
shaped process. The results of normality tests after translation are also available in Table 2. These
results lead us to conclude that valley times are fairly Gaussian, as most of the figures are either close
or exceed 0.9.

4.3 Factor analysis

Once valley times are modeled as a Gaussian process, we focus on how to explain its variance with
measurable factors. This problem becomes more tractable as the factorial analysis of Gaussian pro-
cesses has been analytically studied for a century although only recently exploited in the Internet
area [51, 52]. Specifically, ANOVA is a statistical technique to analyze and explain measures from
several simultaneous effects to decide which are significant and quantify their impact [53].

The factors that are accessible and are considered relevant in this study are the day of the week,
weekday/weekend, day of the month, month, working/bank-holiday day and PoP—i.e., a 6-way model.
However, there are several intuitive factors that are hardly available—e.g., the relevance of current-
scheduled background traffic, number of users connected to each PoP, network adjustments over time,
changes in workplaces or universities schedules or specific network outages, among others. These
uncontrolled features will account for the unexplained variance, often named experimental error.
Consequently, a significant experimental error is expected, however the interesting point is if, even so,
the model is useful in practical terms as the following section evaluates.

We opt for an ANOVA iterative approach—often named as ANOVA Type I—, whereby the most
general or simple factors—i.e., with the fewest number of levels—are firstly used to explain variance,
and the most specific ones are considered progressively to explain the remaining variance. This ap-
proach tries to bound model complexity, as it dramatically grows when the number of levels increases.
Moreover, more levels demand further data description, which jeopardizes scalability. For example,
while the factor day of the week includes 7 possible levels—Sunday, Monday, · · · , Saturday—, the
factor weekday/weekend only has two possible levels—it is a weekday or not. This way, having only
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two model parameters—weekday and weekends—is preferable to a 7-parameter one—one per day of
the week—assuming that the explained variance remains qualitatively equivalent. According to the
above, we have applied ANOVA to data, including main effects and interaction between factors, as
Table 3 shows, ordering factors and interactions from the lowest to highest number of levels, which is
indicated in the eighth column.

The first six columns account for the typical ANOVA output. The sum of squares, in second
column, gives an intuition of how important a factor is, and the sixth column states the p-value for the
null hypothesis. Given a standard significance value of 0.05 or 0.1, below that level the null hypothesis
is rejected—significant factor—, and accepted otherwise—non-significant factor. Additionally, the
seventh column gives the percentage of variance explained by each term excluding the error. Finally,
the last column shows a score of relevance, defined as the percentage of explained variance with respect
to the number of levels.

We prominently find that weekday/weekend is both quantitatively and qualitatively the factor
which has more effect in the variance, followed by PoP. If we pay attention to the percentage of variance
explained, we notice that Day * Month and PoP * Day interactions have quantitative importance.
However, a more detailed inspection revealed the reasons. They are a set of specific dates—e.g., New
Year’s Eve and Day, or Labor Day—, which behave so differently that affected the study. Similarly,
PoP * Day reflects some very specific dates such as regional holidays. However, note that we are
not interested in exceptional days, but in generality. Once such particular days were ignored, the
factors become roughly non-significant. As a conclusion, by turning attention to the relevance score,
only weekday/weekend and PoP show significant relevance. The former proves what we had already
suspected from the visual review of previous sections, while the latter points to significant differences
among PoPs’ behavior, albeit being part of the same network.

4.4 Translation of factor analysis into a prediction tool

Given the results of the ANOVA analysis, we propose that VTP bases its estimation of valley times
(VT) on the sum of parameter estimates:

V̂ T = µ+ PoP + weekday + ε (2)

where µ represents a constant for all cases, the term PoP accounts for the particularity of each PoP,
a third term that modifies valley time for weekdays/weekends and finally a term for the unexplained
variance—assumed to be normally distributed with zero mean and constant variance.

We evaluate the accuracy of the system by estimating the ANOVA parameters of the sample for
one year, using them to predict the valley time for the following year and, finally, contrasting them
with the real values measured—i.e., how accurate the model is as a predictor for the following year.
We note that other time intervals for the training phase can be considered, both longer or shorter
ones so being more precise or simpler, respectively. Actually, optimal duration for training can be
carried out with machine-learning techniques [43]. However, we will show in the following that the
key to provide an useful prediction tool is not in the exact precision of this phase. Anyhow, the results
showed that for 50% of the samples, the error obtained is less than 40 minutes; for the 80th percentile,
less than 70 minutes; and for 90% of samples, less than 100 minutes. If we compare these results with
the null model, i.e., the total mean of the data aggregate, our factorial system reduces errors by 5%
in the 50th percentile; by 27% for the 80th percentile; and 13% in the 90th percentile.

5 Prediction of Valley Times in multi-PoP scenarios

This section details how VTP copes with the estimation of valley times of multi-PoP scenarios.
Remarkably, two significant differences arise from the single-PoP study.

First, the valley time of multi-PoP scenarios may depend both on the individual shapes and on
the specific measurement of traffic volumes. For example, given a path involving two PoPs, one
with some Gb/s bandwidth on average and another with marginal traffic, the impact of both in the
resulting meta-PoP valley extremely differs—the resulting aggregate valley time will occur according
to the first PoP. Similarly, if relevance is measured as link utilization instead of absolute throughput,
a high-utilized link will dominate the resulting aggregated time series, and therefore the valley time
occurrence.

Second, when paths traverse different time zones, both national—in countries with more than one
time zone—or international scenarios, the typical busy and valley times can be dramatically different.
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In this case, we are going to use the RedIRIS’ measurements, as they follow actual bandwidth time
series patterns, but shifted to represent time series of other parts of the world—so addressing the
problem not only in a nationwide scale but closer to global Internet.

Let us first provide a visual inspection of these two issues, and then, detail our two different
approaches to them.

5.1 Visual inspection of the problem

Figure 6 depicts two PoPs bandwidth times series and its resulting aggregation (the darkest color),
as well as the valley times for each of them as vertical lines, and also the global valley for a path
traversing both PoPs (as dashed lines). Progressively, one of the bandwidth time series is shifted to
illustrate different time zones—from 2 to 10 hours. For the sake of visualization, both time series are
scaled representations of the same PoP.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of time zones and their effect on time series and valley moment of a path comprehending two
identical PoPs.

Interestingly, when the time offset is not significant, the aggregated shape and valley times are
only barely altered. However, as the time shift increases, individual valley times and the aggregated
one start to separate from each other, and the resulting curve shape tends to flatten as a result of
the overlap of individual traffic shapes, making it difficult to detect a clear, sole convex zone as the
valley time. In fact, in these cases several modes and antimodes may appear—i.e., two or more dips.
Moreover, the steepness of the slopes before and after the valley time is also altered.

This example assumes as input two PoPs of equal relevance, although marked imbalance among
nodes is expectable in the Internet. This behavior appears in traffic statistics of large IXPs that span
several time zones—e.g., Japan and the U.S.3, where one of the time zones dominates the shape of
the meta-PoP.

As a conclusion, the resulting aggregated shape will be an interaction of the particular bandwidth,
shapes, and time zones involved in each PoP being part of a path. While the time zone is a simple
data and the bandwidth on valley and busy periods are measured by our tool VTP, in the multi-PoP
approach, the particular traffic shape of each PoP needs to be modeled to span all the phenomenon
interactions.

3JPNAP Osaka Service http://www.jpnap.net/english/jpnap-osaka/traffic.html
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5.2 General high dimensional model

Bearing in mind the results of the previous exploratory analysis of multi-PoP scenarios, we define a
method to represent their variety with a high dimensional model. We recall that, while both the busy
and valley hours of single PoPs can be easily characterized by the moments of highest and lowest
activity, this is not the case for multi-PoP scenarios—as stated before, the latter presents complex
behaviors depending on interactions among the individual activity profiles.

To overcome this matter, we follow a constructive approach in which the global behavior emerges
from the single PoP ones. Our solution can fit a wider range of situations, hence simplifying the
detection of the period of minimum global activity. Remarkably, this approach overcomes the problems
that arise during the definition of low activity periods in scenarios where PoPs in different time zones
are involved. As previously stated, this is a relevant factor for scheduling in operational networks, as
human behavior is tied to the hour.

Our model needs that the following hypothesis hold:

• There exists a usual activity pattern for each of the PoP involved in the multi-PoP path.

• Such pattern presents both global maximum and minimum instants, and high and low activity
periods.

The first hypothesis is required to ensure the definition of a usual activity pattern for the multi-PoP
path. The second one is extracted from the previously presented findings and defines the constraints
for the shape of the high-dimensional baseline that we derive below. We use a functional model [54],
as it is an approach capable of capturing very detailed behavioral patterns, to obtain such a high-
dimensional estimation of the PoP behavior with respect to time. We also consider a smoothed version
of such behavior, as we are not interested in the detection of short periods of low activity.

Our objective is to obtain a parameterizable function, F (t), t ∈ T where T represents the time
of day, which fairly fits the daily behavior of the PoP while requiring a minimal parameter space.
Additionally, F (T ) must reflect the characteristic transient between low and high activity regions and
fulfill the previous hypothesis.

With this in mind, we define the constraints in (3) to obtain a smooth function F (t) with maximum
and minimum in BT and V T—i.e., the busy and valley times, respectively.{

BWB = max(F (t), t ∈ T) = F (BT )
BWv = min(F (t), t ∈ T) = F (V T )

(3)

We note that these constraints imply that:

dF (t)

dt
= 0, when t = BT, V T (4)

On the one hand, we can rescale F (·) with a linear transformation to obtain F̂ (·) such as its values
are bounded in the interval [−1, 1] following (5):

F̂ (t) =
2F (t)− (BWB +BWv)

(BWB −BWv)
(5)

On the other hand, and without loss of generality, we consider a transformed time domain H : t ∈
T→ τ ∈ [0, 1], with the properties in (6) to simplify the model adjustment:{

H(BT ) = τB = 1 ≡ 0
H(V T ) = τv

(6)

This formulation implies that the description of its behavior can be summarized with the 4-tuple
(BT, V T,BWB , BWv). Specifically, (BWB , BWv) are required to define the scaling F̂ → F (t), while
(BT, V T ) determine the transformation H.

Taking into account these properties and the oscillatory behavior of observed network loads, we
accomplish a constructive definition of F̂ (t) = (F̂ ◦H−1)(τ) using a sine/cosine restricted to a bounded
interval as basic function. Such a model represents the PoP state as:

F̂ (t) = (F̂ ◦H−1)(τ) = cos(ω(τ)τ), τ ∈ [0, 1] (7)
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This function—i.e., a basic cosine function with a time-dependent frequency—improves the fitting
of the model to the observations—e.g., the variation of the frequency with respect time makes possible
the introduction of asymmetry in the low activity period, as previous observations suggest.

As we are considering only two parameters to adjust the model (namely, τB and τv) we use a linear
function to represent ω(τ). We define a convex combination between two extreme values, {ωi}i=1,2

following (8):
ω(τ) = ω1τ + ω2(1− τ), τ ∈ [0, 1] (8)

Now, we recall that: {
F̂ (τB) = F̂ (1) = cos(ω1) = 1

F̂ (τv) = cos(ω(τv) · τv) = −1
(9)

Applying the arccos function to both expressions, we obtain a family of parametric solutions given
by:  ω1 = (2k1)π, k1 ∈ Z

ω(τv) =
(2k2 + 1)π

τv
, k2 ∈ Z (10)

Hence, we may select {k1, k2} for each specific value of τv so that the fitting is optimal. To do so,
we can consider the behavior of F̂ (t) and its first derivative, to fix the number of relative maximums
and minimums to three —i.e., the busy and valley periods given the periodicity of the model. A
grid optimization formulation of such an approach is presented in Algorithm 1, where k2 is adjusted
from the value given to k1. In this case, the algorithm explores different values of k1 starting from
0, to facilitate the update of parameters depending on the position of τv with respect to 0.5. We
note that, in some extreme cases, this algorithm may not be able to adjust {k1, k2} to suitable values.
Computational evaluation supports the application in all the cases observed in Section 2, where there
are more than six hours between the valley and busy times; and provided good results even when
min(τv, 1 − τv) > 0.2 if some tolerance to derivative cancellation is added. This is a consequence of
the linear changes of the frequency, which is not adequate for fast transitions between the low and
high activity regions—requiring approximately four hours with our formulation. This is illustrated

in Figure 7, where we plot the behavior of F̂ (t) and dF̂ (t)
dt for different values of τv. Note that the

amplitude of dF̂ (t)
dt increases when τv lies far from 0.5, which explains the update rule in the algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Location of values for {k1, k2}.
Input: τv
Output: {k1, k2}

Initialization:
1: k1 = 0

Grid optimization:
2: repeat
3: if (τv > 0.5) then
4: k1 = k1 − 1

5: k2 = floor(k1 · τv + (1− τv) · τv −
1

2
)

6: else
7: k1 = k1 + 1

8: k2 = ceil(k1 · τv − (1− τv) · τv −
1

2
)

9: end if
10: ω1 = 2 · π · k1

11: ω2 =
((2 · k2 + 1)− 2 · k1 · τ2

v )

((1− τv) · τv)
π

12: ω(τ) = ω1 · τ + ω2 · (1− τ)
13: (F̂ ◦H−1)(τ) = cos(ω(τ) · τ)

14:
d

dτ
(F̂ ◦H−1)(τ) = − sin(ω(τ) · τ) · d

dτ
(ω(τ) · τ)

15: until (|{τ :
d

dτ
(F̂ ◦H−1)(τ) = 0}| ≤ 3)

16: return {k1, k2}
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Fig. 7. Behavior of model and derivative, for different values of τv .

In the following, and with illustrative purpose, we select the next specific values for simplicity:{
ω1 = 2π
ω(τv) = (ω1τv + ω2(1− τv)) = π

τv

(11)

We remark that this is the solution that we used during the experimental performance assessment
of the model because it fitted all the PoPs in our dataset.

Substituting the value of ω1, we can get the value of ω2:

ω2 =
(1− 2τ2

v )π

(1− τv)τv
(12)

With the expressions in (5), (7) and (8), the final model expression is given in (13):

F̂ (t) = (F̂ ◦H−1)(τ)

= cos((2πτ +
(1− 2τ2

v )π

(1− τv)τv
(1− τ))τ)

F (t) =
(1 + F̂ (t))(BWB −BWv)

2
+BWv

(13)

Figure 8 presents an example of the resulting curve adjusted to the parameters of a randomly
chosen daily observation of the traffic in one of the PoP under study. This illustrates how our model
fairly represents the behavior extracted from the findings in the previous sections.
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Fig. 8. Example of the high dimensional model, adjusted to the behavior of one of the trajectories.

Once we have derived a function to estimate the load in single-PoP scenarios, we define the set of
parameters for a multi-PoP path, P, as the set of 4-tuples corresponding to the PoPs that conform
the path:

P = {Pi}i=1,...,N

= {(tPi
, tvi , BWBi

, BWvi)}i=1,...,N
(14)
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As each element Pi is linked to a specific PoP, P is implicitly describing the set of activity functions for
the multi-PoP path, F = {FPi

}i=1,...,N . We note that this approach allows mixing data from different
time zones if the time domain of the model, τ , which encapsulates each specific time transformation Hi

for {FPi}, is reverted into a shared time space, t′, taking into account the relation among the original
domains. With this in mind, we abuse of notation and consider this latter shared time domain in our
formulation—omitting the corresponding transformation for the sake of readability.

Following the abstraction of a multi-PoP path as a meta-PoP by aggregation, we then add the
individual loads as in (15):

SPath(t′) =

N∑
i=1

FPi(t
′), t′ ∈ T (15)

which is a particular case of the aforementioned general expression, and aims to reconstruct the
cumulative throughput for all the PoPs in the path. With this formulation, the prediction of the
valley time for the path is the argument that minimizes the value of SPath(t′).

Remarkably, SPath(t′) provides an approximation that requires as input parameters only the set
P. Therefore, this model is able to estimate the global behavior of a path with minimal information,
consisting of two relevant points for each node. Moreover, this description provides a straightforward
error function to evaluate different estimations of the valley time for a path. Specifically, let V TPath
be the actual valley time and V̂ TPath an estimation of that value. We can define an absolute error
function C(·) as shown in (16):

C(V̂ TPath) = SPath(V̂ TPath)− SPath(V TPath) (16)

We remark that this error function implicitly defines an equivalence relation for estimations, as
displayed in (17):

V̂ T
1

Path ≡ V̂ T
2

Path ⇐⇒
C(V̂ T

1

Path) = C(V̂ T
2

Path)
(17)

where {V̂ T
1

Path, V̂ T
2

Path} are two different estimations of the valley time of the path. Additionally, (16)
can be expanded to obtain an error bound for estimations using (5), as shown in (18):

C(V̂ TPath) =

N∑
i=1

FPi
(V̂ TPath)−

N∑
i=1

FPi
(V TPath)

=

N∑
i=1

[
(BWBi

−BWvi)

2

(F̂Pi
(V̂ TPath)− F̂Pi

(V TPath))]

(18)

The relation in (17) and error bound in (18) entail that two very dissimilar estimations may provide
fairly similar results. The evaluation of VTP takes into account this matter, as we discuss in the
following section.

5.3 Low-dimensional heuristic for PoPs with similar valley times

Once we have provided a general formulation to solve the problem, we focus on a particular and
relevant case in which our method can be reduced to a low-dimensional and simpler estimation:
scenarios in which the valley of all the PoPs are near the aggregated valley.

Equation (18) shows that the error for estimations of the path’s valley time can be expressed in
terms of the differences of the values of F̂Pi

(·). With this in mind, we now focus on cases where the

valley times of every PoP in the path (V Ti) are in a neighborhood of V TPath and V̂ TPath. In such
cases, we may consider the Taylor series of F̂Pi(·) centered in V Ti, given in (19):

F̂Pi
(t′) = F̂Pi

(V Ti)+
∞∑
j=1

1

j!

djF̂Pi
(V Ti)

dtj
(t′ − V Ti)j

= −1 +

∞∑
j=1

δi,j(t
′ − V Ti)j

(19)
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Hence, if (19) holds, we may rewrite C(V̂ TPath) obtaining the expression in (20):

C(V̂ TPath) =

N∑
i=1

{ (BWBi −BWvi)

2
∞∑
j=1

δi,j [(V̂ TPath − V Ti)j − (V TPath − V Ti)j ]}

=

N∑
i=1

{ (Ki − 1)(BWvi)

2
∞∑
j=1

δi,j [(V̂ TPath − V Ti)j − (V TPath − V Ti)j ]}

(20)

where Ki =
BWBi

BWvi
. With this expression, we designed a simplified heuristic: if the effects of (Ki − 1)

and δi,j are not considered, the higher BWvi is, the nearer V̂ TPath should be to V Ti to minimize

C(V̂ TPath). In such manner, the model can omit the local variations with time (δi,j) and the value
in the peak hour (Ki), reducing its input to the intrinsic characteristics of the valley moment—i.e.,
amplitude, BWvi , and position.

Therefore, if every individual valley time V Ti, i = 1, . . . , N is in a neighborhood of V TPath, we
can apply a reduced version of the prediction model that provides an estimation V̂ TPath:

• Which is in a neighborhood of every V Ti.

• Whose distance to V Ti is inversely proportional to BWvi .

The first condition holds if V̂ TPath is in the convex hull of the individual valley times, and taking
into account the second one, we obtain the estimation in (21):

V̂ TPath =

∑N
i=1 (V Ti ·BWvi)∑N

i=1BWvi

(21)

where V Ti and BWvi are the valley time and average bandwidth during the valley-hour for each
PoP i, respectively.

This reduction is also supported by the inspection of our measurements. Paying attention to
Figure 6, it turns out that the aggregate valley time usually occurs between—or at least close if more
than two PoPs are involved—the single valley times of each of the PoPs when time scales are not
much different. In addition, a second characteristic that we can infer is that the path’s valley time
bias towards the single valley time of one or other PoP depending on bandwidth. This approach can be
a good approximation for paths with few intermediate nodes and, especially, when the time difference
between them is limited. In these cases, individual peaks are not crucial because they introduce few
variations in the global valley, since they are located far from the valleys.

As a first visual example of a prediction using this latter model, Figure 9 shows its application
for the case of a 5-PoP path. The vertical lines indicate valley times: as a dashed line the aggregate
ideal, and, as a continuous line, the time predicted by the low-dimensional method. The difference, in
minutes, between them two is about half an hour. More importantly, note that the difference in terms
of bandwidth between the two moments is marginal—which is the most relevant aspect to schedule
a transfer. The rationale behind this is that such time shift is small enough that does not make
prediction fall outside of the off-peak interval of the aggregate curve. In this way, this approximation
gains relevance in cases such as nationwide networks—i.e., close time zones and similar patterns.

6 Evaluation of VTP

Once we have presented the analytical foundations of VTP, we pursue to measure to what extent it
can result useful to network managers. To do so, we have conducted an experimental evaluation with
a twofold orientation. First, we focus on the system’s capacity to accurately estimate the period of
minimal activity and its improvements when compared to other scheduling strategies which are based
on fixed-times. Second, we analyze how the scheduling of bulk transfers would affect charges in the
common 95th percentile-based billing scheme.
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Fig. 9. Effect on the valley times for a path of five PoPs with limited time-zone differences.

6.1 Accuracy of valley time prediction

As the previous sections have explained, the bandwidth shape of a multi-PoP node may show a diverse
range of behaviors. From the typical shape with clear valley and busy times to shapes with more than
one valley including, even, flat shapes. In this latter scenario, it is worth remarking that a prediction
of a valley time deviated for many hours from the actual valley time can still be very precise in
bandwidth terms—and so being a good moment to carry out bulk transfers as it is a period of low
use.

For example, in a strictly flat shape, any prediction of the valley time is equally good. In almost-
flat shapes, although a specific moment would be the ideal valley time, the impact of errors on the
prediction is negligible—likely, only a few Mb/s.

Note that the same does not apply to a single PoP, where clear valleys tend to appear in the shape
of bandwidth time series, and, then, a shift in the estimation of several hours implies large error in
terms of Mb/s. Given that, evaluation should not consider differences between predicted and actual
valley times, but how much throughput such difference entails.

Specifically, we define the prediction error as the difference between the average bandwidth during
the estimated and actual valley times. Then, the prediction error ratio emerges, after its normalization
by the actual amplitude bandwidth (busy minus valley), as a mechanism to make comparable the error
between PoPs with different traffic aggregates—e.g, 100 Mb/s and 10 Gb/s links. That results in the
expression:

Prediction error ratio =
BW

V̂ TPath
−BWV TPath

BWB −BWV TPath

(22)

This way, a valley time prediction just on the busiest time will output an error of 1, and, con-
versely, when the actual and predicted valley times overlap the error is zero. In between these figures,
intermediate scenarios with low error values will point out to good predictions and those with high
errors will suggest unsuccessful operation of VTP.

Figure 10 illustrates such measurements where the predicted valley time was about 6 a.m. and the
actual time was 9 p.m. The continuous vertical arrow shows the error of the prediction in terms of
bandwidth, and the amplitude of the curve is shown as a vertical dashed arrow. It becomes apparent
that although the prediction can fail by hours—about 15 hours in this example—, the error in terms
of Mb/s between the actual valley and the estimated one is not that significant. In other words, the
key is not in being strictly close to the moment the valley time occurs, but to be close in Mb/s to the
bandwidth during the valley time.

To provide an evaluation for diverse scenarios, we create 1000 random paths that span a diverse
number of hops, time zones, traffic shapes and bandwidth amplitudes. We used RedIRIS time se-
ries as basic data, and apply transformations—i.e., time shifts and linear scaling—with randomly
selected transformations to obtain a controlled but rich dataset for the experimental evaluation. It
is worth remarking that this setup defines a challenging scenario for VTP. Specifically, other types
of networks—e.g., IXP o enterprise ones—typically present deeper and more symmetric valley times
than those from academic networks, as shown in Section 2.2.

In more detail, each path is created with a number of hops between 3 and 9 hops—according
to [37] where hops at autonomous system scale are measured; a random time-zone location to every
PoP between 0h and +/-12h UTC—to span all the globe; and for the base shapes, we used one year of
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Fig. 10. Example of errors in terms of bandwidth and time for a given PoP. The actual valley time is shown as an
horizontal line in dark color and the estimation as an horizontal line in light color. The amplitude bandwidth is depicted
with a dashed arrow and the prediction error as a continuous arrow.

aggregate time series from RedIRIS. Finally, the actual valley times are calculated for this evaluation
set of paths and the VTP system, based on both the high and the low dimensional model, applied.

Figure 11 shows the prediction error for different number of hops with the high-dimensional model.
It becomes apparent that accuracy is only marginally sensitive to the number of hops, obtaining a
50th percentile of the error of nearly 10% to the ideal moment, and 90th percentile of error of about
25%.
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Fig. 11. Cumulative distribution of the prediction error rate for different number of hops.

On the other hand, Figure 12 depicts the errors for different time shifts for both methods with
respect to the actual valley time. For comparison purposes, the figure also shows the prediction of
applying a fixed-time method. This latter method represents the trivial and common approach of
transmitting during the low-use period of the source PoP, ignoring the rest of the path. In particular,
we consider that this method knows perfectly the valley time of the PoP that is the source in the
path—but not of others—and uses this period.

For a topology deployed within the same time zone, both the general model and the simplified meth-
ods are equivalent in quantitative terms, and even the fixed-time approach is still valid. Nonetheless,
as we extend the time separation between PoPs, the low-dimensional approach progressively wors-
ens, and the fixed-time counterpart achieves dramatic errors for each time boundary—in many cases,
similar to randomly scheduled transfers.

These results suggest that 5h-shifts between PoPs may be considered the threshold for the validity
of the low-dimensional approach. Beyond that, the increase of the relative error of such method clearly
tips the scales in favor of the high-dimensional model. Given these figures, the weighted-average
method is still suitable for links such as those from Europe or Africa to East Coast of South America,
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Fig. 12. Cumulative distribution of the prediction error ratio for different approaches.

between PoPs of Asia and Oceania, or US coast-to-coast paths and, in general, intra-continental links.
For longer distances, the general model is much more adequate.

6.2 Impact on the daily 95th percentile

Finally, we also evaluate VTP ’s impact on the daily 95th percentile, as those users charged by this
mechanism may incur in additional costs when carrying out bulk transfers. Essentially, our procedure
is to take per-PoP traffic time series, add the traffic of a bulk transfer according to VTP scheduling,
and assess how 95th percentiles vary. Transfers will be centered in the predicted valley time, regardless
of their volume.

We set out different scenarios where PoPs generate traffic volumes between 10% and 30% of their
daily traffic exchanged as additional bulk transfers—exceeding worst-case scenarios reported in many
data centers [38]. Within our measurement dataset, these percentages correspond to volumes in a
range from 30 GB to 500 GB. We assume CBR bulk transfers at an intermediate level between the
traffic on busy and valley times, specifically the median of the traffic-demands curve, so avoiding
strong synchronization between PoPs.

Then, we generate 1000 random paths with 5 PoPs, estimate their aggregate valley times, choose
the transmission rate as the median throughput for the PoP with lower traffic intensity in each path,
append the new bandwidth to the times series of each PoP involved, and, finally, measure changes in
the five PoPs’ 95th percentiles separately. Then, we add the new 95th-percentile samples obtained—
the traffic volume that will represent a cost—and divide the outcome by the sum of the original 95th

percentiles. This results in a ratio that expresses the fraction of traffic that will entail an extra expense
with respect to the original scenario—i.e., without bulk transfers.

The outputs of this experiment showed that VTP increases the 95th-percentile aggregate only
between 1% and 4%, which proves its effectiveness. To put these figures into perspective, we compare
them with the ratios resulting of applying the fixed-time scheduling for the source PoP of each path,
as in the previous section. Interestingly, the fixed-time approach performs between 2 and 4 times
worse than VTP.
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7 Conclusions

Throughout this paper, we have shed light on the dynamics of valley time phenomenon—those periods
of the lowest bandwidth demand in a network. We have applied this knowledge to the design of VTP, a
prediction system that suggests a time to carry out bulk transfers—although, potentially, other batch-
processing task may also exploit it. VTP constructs demand curves based on the busy and valley
times observing the particularities of the shape of traffic demands observed in this paper. Specifically,
a convex shape for periods of low intensity and a concave counterpart for busy periods, but with
different durations, and even different slopes before and after valley times among other aspects to
match the typical behaviors of real networks.

Our solution makes use of a multi-level modeling approach, which starts with the explanation of
dynamics in single-PoPs. Then, it builds an estimation of the behavior of the aggregation of many
PoPs to approximate the behavior of multi-PoP scenarios. We rely on the collaboration among PoPs
in the search of a trade-off solution that enables scheduling transfers in a suitable moment in terms
of the global behavior of aggregated traffic.

Regarding single-PoP scenarios, we have found that valley times over time can be described as
a Gaussian process, which makes it possible to extract factors that describe the phenomenon and
predict the valley-time occurrence.

When modeling multi-PoP scenarios, we have found relevant both when the valley time occurs
and the specific interaction of the volumes of bandwidth measured in each PoP. By observing this, we
formulated a method to construct curves that fairly overlap daily measurements. Then, our proposal
estimates the moment of minimum global utilization with the aggregation of such curves. Moreover,
and as a step towards simplification, we found that when the valley times of PoPs in a path are near,
the model can be reduced to a weighted average of the individual valley times.

The results of VTP for single-PoP scenarios show errors below an hour. For multi-PoP scenarios
based on a diverse set of RedIRIS time series—adjusted with different time scales and shifts to provide
diversity—divergences with respect to the optimal moment are typically below 10%, whereas alterna-
tive approaches provided results close to randomness. Our tests also show a noticeable improvement
regarding costs—between 2 and 4 times better than a fixed-time approach. Therefore, VTP arises as
a promising mechanism to help network managers in their tasks of scheduling bulk transfers.

We plan to assess the impact of assuming a non-symmetric convex shape—e.g., a certain degree
of skewness—for valleys, and using variable rates for the bulk transfers instead of CBR. Certainly,
transmissions centered on valley times showed significant results and this characteristic would add
complexity to the model; however, finding some point of compromise may result in a more precise
version of VTP.
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